
MORTON’S BOOK CLUB 

“Customer quotes, 

called “pull quotes,” are 

an excellent way to 

demonstrate your suc-

cess and put emphasis 

on your values. They 

also add visual interest 

to your newsletter...” 

- Kim Abercrombie 

About the book: 

Gone Girl is a novel written 

by Gillian Flynn.   The novel 

unearths the secrets at the 

heart of a modern marriage. 

On the occasion of his fifth 

wedding anniversary, Nick 

Dunne reports that his beau-

tiful wife, Amy, has gone 

missing. Under pressure from 

the police and a growing me-

dia frenzy, Nick’s portrait of 

a blissful union begins to 

crumble. Soon his lies, de-

ceits and strange behavior 

have everyone asking the 

same dark question: Did 

Nick Dunne kill his wife? 

Scene from the Movie 

- Library Journal 

“Once again Flynn has written an intelligent, grip-

ping tour de force, mixing a riveting plot and psycho-

logical intrigue with a compelling prose style that un-

obtrusively yet forcefully carries the reader from page 

to page.” 

 

- The New York Times 

“It is wily, mercurial, subtly layered and populated by 
characters so well imagined that they're hard to part 
with—even if, as in Amy's case, they are already de-
parted.” 
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Contact Us 

Give us a call for more information about our services and programs  

Speer Memorial Library 

801 E 12th Street 

Mission, TX  78572 

(956) 580-8750 

Book Discussion Questions 
1. Do you like Nick or Amy? Did you find yourself picking a side? Why or why not?  

2. Nick, ever conscious of the way he is being perceived, reflects on the images that people choose to portray in the world. 

Discuss the ways in which the characters are influenced by our culture’s avid consumption of TV shows, movies, and web-

sites, and our need to fit each other into these roles.  

3. Discuss Amy’s false diary, both as a narrative strategy by the author and as a device used by the character. How does the 

author use it to best effect? How does Amy use it?  

4. As experienced consumers of true crime and tragedy, modern “audiences” tend to expect each crime to fit a specific 

mold: a story, a villain, a heroine. How does this phenomenon influence the way we judge news stories? Does it have an 

impact on the criminal justice system? Consider the example of the North Carthage police, and also Tanner Bolt’s ongoing 

advice to Nick.  

5. Discuss Amy’s description of the enduring myth of the “cool girl”—and her conviction that a male counterpart 

(seemingly flawless to women) does not exist. Why does she assume the role if she seems to despise it? What benefit do 

you think she derives from the act?  

6. How does the book deal with the divide between perception and reality, or between public image and private lives? 

Which characters are most skillful at navigating this divide, and how?  

7. How does the book capture the feel of the recession—the ending of jobs and contraction of whole industries; economic 

and geographical shifts; real estate losses and abandoned communities. Are some of Nick and Amy’s struggles emblematic 

of the time period?  

8. While in hiding, Amy begins to explore what the “real” Amy likes and dislikes. Do you think this is a true exploration of 

her feelings, or is she acting out yet another role? In these passages, what does she mean when she refers to herself as “I” in 

quotes?  

9. What do you think of Amy’s quizzes—and “correct” answers—that appear throughout the book? As a consistent thread 

between her Amazing Amy childhood and her adult career, what does her quiz-writing style reveal about Amy’s true per-

sonality and her understanding of the world?  

10. Do Nick and Amy have friends? Consider Nick’s assurance that Noelle was deluded in her claims of friendship with 

Amy, and also the friends described in Amy’s journal. How “real” are these friendships? What do you think friendship 

means to each of them?  

11. What was the relationship between Amy and Nick’s father? Do you think the reader is meant to imagine conversations 

between the two of them? Why does Nick’s father come to Nick and Amy’s home?  
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